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Mencap Briefing 
 
An overview - the Welfare Reform Act 2007 and the new 
Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) 

Background & overview          
 
The Government’s ‘welfare to work’ agenda aims to achieve an 80% employment rate in 
the UK by moving one million people off of incapacity benefits and into work in one 
decade from 2008.  

In January 2006, the green paper, ‘A new deal for welfare: Empowering people to work’ 
was published. This outlined Government intentions for welfare reform. Following 
consultation across the organisation, Mencap submitted a formal response to this 
consultation. Government published its Consultation Report in June 2006 and this was 
followed by the Welfare Reform Bill. 
 
The Welfare Reform Bill was debated in Parliament and given Royal Assent (becoming 
the Welfare Reform Act) on 3 May 2007. 

The Act provides for:  

• A new Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) which will replace incapacity 
benefit and income support paid on the grounds of incapacity; 

• The national roll-out of local housing allowance;  
• An anti-social behaviour – pilot scheme;  
• Various amendments affecting social security administration, fraud, widowed 

mothers allowance/widowed parents allowance, disability living allowance, 
attendance allowance, the social fund and the Independent Living Funds. 

Central to the Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) is a new test, the work 
capability assessment (WCA). It will be applied to all those people claiming the new 
allowance.  It will replace the current personal capability assessment (PCA), which is 
weighted more towards a person’s physical disability and bases itself around assessing 
people’s incapability for work. 
 
The WCA will look at people’s physical and mental ability, such as learning disabilities 
and other similar conditions. It aims to look at and assess what an individual can do - 
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rather than what they cannot do. Individuals will be given support and employment 
advice to enable them to return to work where possible. 

The Employment and Support Allowance Regulations were published in March 2008 and 
provide further detail about the new ESA (including rates of ESA). The regulations also 
outline how the WCA will work (i.e. what the assessment process will look like and who is 
eligible to undertake the assessment). 

Employment and Support Allowance (ESA)       
 
What is ESA? 
ESA will replace incapacity benefit and income support paid on the grounds of ill-health 
or disability. It is due to roll-out for new claimants from October 27 2008. A new test, the 
work capability assessment, will also be introduced in October 2008 alongside ESA and 
will be applied to all those people claiming the new allowance. 
 
What about existing IB / IS claimants? 
Existing claimants of incapacity benefit (IB) or income support (IS) when ESA is 
introduced will continue to receive those benefits, rather than ESA, for the time being. 
They will also continue to come under the rules and conditions which apply to IB or IS. 
So, for instance, an individual’s incapacity will be tested under the old IB personal 
capability assessment (PCA) rather than the new ESA work capability assessment (WCA). 
However, the government has stated that all existing IB and IS claimants will be 
migrated across to ESA over time1.  
 
What will the new ESA look like? 
ESA will have a new benefit structure. It will incorporate both a contributory allowance 
and an income-related allowance. The income-related allowance is a means-tested 
benefit. A person will therefore be entitled to ESA by satisfying either a NI contribution 
test (like now for incapacity benefit) or an income related test (like now for income 
support).  
 
To receive ESA, individuals will be assessed to see if they are limited in their capability for 
work because of their physical or mental condition (assessed via the work capability 
assessment (WCA) – more on this below). Once assessed as ‘limited in their capability for 
work’ they will be eligible to receive ESA.  

                                            
1 The more recent green paper, No one written off: reforming welfare to reward responsibility (July 2008) states the government’s 
intention to move all existing incapacity benefits claimants onto the new ESA. This will happen between 2009 and 2013 with all 
incapacity benefits claimants being reassessed via the new Work Capability Assessment (WCA).  
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There are two components to the new ESA –a “work-related activity component” and a 
“support component”. If individuals are assessed as being able to take part in ‘work-
related activity’ (i.e. activity which could be done to help the individual move towards 
work) they will receive the work-related activity component of ESA (and receive a lower 
level of ESA). If claimants are deemed as having a  particularly severe health condition or 
disability, whose capability for work is limited to the extent that it is not reasonable to 
require them to engage in ‘work-related activity’, they will be placed in the support group 
(and receive a higher level of ESA). 
 
While the assessment phase is taking place, all individuals will receive a flat ‘basic 
benefit’ amount. Once they have been assessed and it has been decided whether or not 
they are eligible for ESA, individuals will enter the main phase of ESA and will receive the 
basic allowance plus either the work-related activity component or support component 
rate of ESA.  

What is the assessment phase? 
This will apply to all new ESA claimants, with the exception of those who are terminally ill 
and those with the most severe levels of disability. The assessment usually takes place 
over 13 weeks, but can be longer (for example, because of someone being too ill to 
attend an assessment), during which claimants undergo (1) a work capability 
assessment and (2) a work-focused interview (in some cases).  
 
The work capability assessment (WCA)       
 
What is the WCA? 
The work capability assessment (WCA) will be introduced in October 2008 alongside the 
new Employment and Support Allowance and will be applied to all those people claiming 
the new allowance. It replaces the current personal capability assessment (PCA) for new 
claimants. 
 
How will the WCA work? 
The work capability assessment (WCA) is intended to do 3 things: (1) find out whether 
you have a ‘limited capability for work’ (i.e. whether or not you should receive ESA); (2) 
find out whether you have a ‘limited capability for work-related activity’ (i.e. find out 
whether you join the support group of claimants or the work-related activity group of 
claimants); and (3) provides a report that can be used in any work-focused interviews 
that you may be required to attend later on.  
 
For most people the assessment will include an interview with a healthcare professional 
working on behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions. However, people with the 
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most severe levels of disability or those with a terminal illness will not need to have a 
face-to-face interview. Their entitlement to benefit will be decided on the basis of paper 
evidence (e.g. from their GP or someone in their community who is involved in looking 
after them) and they will be automatically placed in the support group and receive the 
higher rate of ESA. The decision maker looking at the claim may request more 
information by sending the individual a questionnaire to fill in – the ESA50. This is similar 
to the current IB50 form, with tick-box questions, but it also asks questions about mental 
functions, which is not the case with the current IB50 form. Once the decision maker has 
received your completed ESA50 they may decide that there is clear evidence that you 
have limited capability for work. If not, they may then go on to arrange for you to be 
seen by a healthcare professional working on behalf of the Department for Work and 
Pensions.  
 
(1) The assessment for ‘limited capability for work’ has many similarities to the current 
personal capability assessment (PCA) with points scored based on an individual’s ability 
to carry out a range of ‘physical’ or ‘mental function’ activities as appropriate. If an 
individual is deemed as having ‘limited capability for work’ they will receive ESA. If an 
individual is not seen as having ‘limited capability for work’ they will ‘fail’ the test and will 
be moved onto jobseeker’s allowance (JSA) instead.  
 
(2) The 'limited capability for work-related activity' test is used to decide whether a 
claimant is placed in the ‘support component’ of ESA or the ‘work-related activity 
component’ of ESA. Those placed in the latter will be expected to undertake the relevant 
work-related activity, developed with the support of a personal adviser (PA), and will be 
sanctioned or receive a reduction in benefit for non-participation. Those who are not 
assessed as capable of engaging in work-related activity will be entitled to the ‘support 
component’ of ESA and will not be subject to conditions or sanctions. Those people who 
are placed in the support group will not be required to undertake any work-related 
activity or the work-focused health-related assessment (see below). However, they will 
be able to volunteer to take part in these if they wish to. 
 
(3) The ‘work-focused health-related assessment’ (WFHRA) is designed to collect 
information about ‘functional capacity’ to carry out tasks. The focus is on the things you 
can do – not what you are unable to do. It also collects information about the sort of 
support or health interventions that could help and support you to move towards work. 
The information collected in the WFHRA is put into a ‘capability report’ which is used in 
the work-focused interview. This is similar to the ‘capability report’ that incapacity 
claimants currently undergo in ‘Pathway to Work’ areas. For individuals who are placed 
in the  work-related activity group and are required to attend work-focused interviews 
(see below for more information on these), this report will be made available to both 
them and the personal adviser at each interview. 
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The work-focused interview (WFI)        
 
What is the WFI? 
This will normally take place during the 8th week of their ESA claim (those in the support 
group will not have to attend this). At this interview a personal adviser (based on the 
Pathways to work scheme – see below) will discuss an individual’s work prospects, the 
steps that they are willing to take to move into work and the support available to them. 
The personal advisor might refer the individual for training or condition management 
support. 
 
As a guide, the personal adviser will be using the capability report that was produced in 
the work-focused health-related assessment. Some claimants (i.e. those in the work-
related activity group) will have a further series of 5 interviews which they will be 
expected to attend. These will usually take place monthly although it will be flexible.  
 
Sanctions            
 
When can sanctions be applied? 
Sanctions (i.e. a reduction in ESA amount) can be imposed when a claimant fails without 
“good cause” to undertake assessments, interviews or activity as required.  
 
What is ‘good cause’? 
The regulations contain a list of considerations which must be made in determining 
‘good cause’. The list includes provision where there could be a misunderstanding due to 
learning, language or literacy difficulties, attending medical or dental appointments or 
related to a physical or mental condition which made it impossible for attendance.  
 
Pathways to work roll-out         
 
What is Pathways to work? 
Government has been piloting a new approach to engaging with IB claimants since 2001. 
This approach is called Pathways to work (led by Jobcentre Plus), and is due to be rolled 
out across the country as part of the welfare reform agenda and to support the 
introduction of ESA.  
 
What is the Pathways to Work approach? 
The principle behind the ‘Pathways to work’ approach has always been one of ‘rights and 
responsibilities’. The Pathways to work model offers claimants an additional financial 
incentive if they do start work, but in return it expects claimants to undertake work-
related activities. 
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This intention to roll-out Pathways was outlined in the Government’s Green Paper, A New 
Deal for Welfare: Empowering People to Work. The Green paper also stated that the 
voluntary sector and private providers would be invited to manage Pathways to work in 
new areas. Jobcentre Plus began in later 2007 to tender for external providers to replace 
Jobcentre Plus in the provision of Pathways to Work services in certain areas. This 
happened in two phases.  
 
The first 15 contracts for provider led Pathways districts have now been awarded and 
went live on 3 December 2007. The final phase of Pathways to work contracts was 
announced on 20 December 2007 to deliver the programme in the remaining 16 
Jobcentre Plus districts from April 2008. This completed the national rollout across Great 
Britain. 
 
For more information:          
 
Employment Support Allowance Regulations 2008 
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2008/uksi_20080794_en_1 
 
Welfare Reform Act 2007 
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/welfarereform/legislation_bill.asp 
 
Pathways to Work 
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/welfarereform/pathways.asp 
 
Department for work and pensions ESA fact sheets 
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/esa/resources.asp 
 
 
 
 


